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We theoretically demonstrate significant enhancement of
two-photon amplification by using a superconductor for
both a Cooper-pair source and surface plasmon-polariton
mode guiding. Cooper-pair-based gain active region restric-
tion to the superconductor-semiconductor interface limits
its potentially highly efficient two-photon gain process.
Using the superconductor layer for a plasmonic waveguide
structure allows strong photon confinement while reducing
design and fabrication constraints. This results in three
orders of magnitude enhancement of the superconducting
two-photon gain (TPG) compared to superconductor-based
dielectric waveguides. Moreover, a superconducting TPG
produced by a plasmonic waveguide increases with carrier
concentration, meeting practical device requirements. Our
results pave the way for efficient two-photon amplification
realization in nanoscale devices. © 2020 Optical Society of
America
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Stimulated two-photon emission (TPE) has been aimed for
two-photon light sources since the days of the first laser demon-
stration [1,2] and has been useful in various fields of science
and modern technologies. Stimulated TPE is being utilized in
fields such as state squeezing in quantum optics [3], two-photon
lasers [4–6], and optical pulse design—including ultrafast pulse
compression [7], stable self mode-locked pulses [8], and giant
pulse generation [9]. In semiconductors, an electrically pumped
waveguide with a forward-biased PN-junction can be used to
produce effective fully stimulated two-photon amplification,
namely two-photon gain (TPG) [10,11]. Placing a supercon-
ductor layer on top of such a structure while using heavy doping
allows the injection of Cooper-pairs (CP) into the semiconduc-
tor by the proximity effect [12]. The recombination of a CP with
a pair of normal holes in the semiconductor PN-junction results
in TPE [13]. Under the right input seed wavelength with merely
picojoule-scale pulse energy, a strong CP-based superconduct-
ing TPG (STPG) can be achieved, comparable to the first-order
process of one-photon gain [14]. An effective TPG process
requires a large overlap between the waveguide transverse mode,
the PN-junction active region where radiative recombination

occurs, and the CP penetration profile. However, small CP pen-
etration depth and restricted PN-junction active region width
limit the CP-active-region (defined as the region dominated
by Cooper-pair radiative recombination) to a thin layer close
to the superconductor-semiconductor interface (Fig. 1). As a
result, the efficiency of the STPG process is low in conventional
dielectric waveguide structures due to the small overlap between
the CP-active-region and the non-strongly confined waveguide
transverse mode, located far from the superconductor interface,
as illustrated in Fig. 1(a).

Here a significant enhancement of the STPG process is
theoretically demonstrated in the optical wavelength range by
using the superconductor layer as part of a plasmonic wave-
guide structure, supporting surface plasmon-polariton (SPP)

Fig. 1. Illustrated enhancement of transverse modal power con-
finement between a superconductor-based (a) conventional dielectric
waveguide structure and (b) plasmonic waveguide structure. The
modal power confinement (dashed area) is the overlap between the
waveguide mode (green) and the CP-active-region depth (red), where
the CP-active-region depth is the overlap between the PN-junction
active region (purple) and the CP penetration (brown) depths. In this
example, the latter sets the limit as it is shorter.
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modes, in addition to being the Cooper-pair source. Our
calculations show that the large overlap between the thin CP-
active-region and the highly confined plasmonic modes, as
illustrated in Fig. 1(b), provides three orders of magnitude
increase to the modal STPG coefficient in comparison with
the superconductor-based conventional dielectric waveguide
structure. In addition, a dielectric waveguide structure has
restrictions such as a refractive index profile and the use of thick
layers comparable to the seed wavelength, required to support
optical waveguiding. The use of a plasmonic waveguide struc-
ture eliminates these restrictions, allowing reduction of design
and fabrication constraints. We further study the effects of
various carrier concentration levels on the waveguide transverse
modal power confinement in the CP-active-region (0) and
the modal gain parameters. We show that TPG produced in a
plasmonic waveguide increases with carrier concentration and
hence meets practical device requirements.

A comparison was conducted between two superconductor-
based structures that support STPG—a plasmonic waveguide
and a conventional dielectric waveguide. We have designed
our waveguide structures as a PN-junction stack of heavily
doped N-type In0.53Ga0.47As layer, with carrier concentration
of n > 1018 cm−3 (to narrow the Schottky barrier width and
thus improve CP injection efficiency) on top of a P-type bulk
In0.53Ga0.47As. With a superconducting niobium (Nb) layer
on top of the entire PN stack. The PN-junction location was
designed to form the active region beginning from the supercon-
ductor interface, providing maximal overlap with the injected
CP. To fully utilize the gain region, the conventional dielectric
waveguide structure was designed to support a mode closer
to the superconductor layer with the total InGaAs active layer
thickness being 30% of the seed photon wavelength. In the
plasmonic waveguide case, the SPP mode has a sub-wavelength
confinement to the superconductor-semiconductor interface
[15], with an evanescent field towards the PN stack. Hence,
the overall InGaAs thickness was designed to exceed the theo-
retical CP-active-region depth. A femtosecond seed pulse was
considered, allowing interaction with the Cooper-pair before
superconducting suppression occurs due to the optical fre-
quency photon energy—a process that takes several picoseconds
and around 100 ps for the superconductivity to recover [16,17].

The CP-active-region is formed as a thin layer underneath
the superconductor strip layer. Its depth, measured from the
superconductor interface towards the semiconductor, is defined
as the overlap between the CP penetration and PN-junction
active region. To evaluate the effect of carrier concentration on
the CP-active-region depth, we have calculated the depths of
these components for carrier concentration levels in the range of
1016
− 1019 cm−3. The CP penetration profile follows the CP

pairing amplitude,1(x ), which decays spatially [13]:

1(x )∝10 exp

(
−

x
ξ (n)

)
, (1)

where x is the distance from the superconductor-semiconductor
interface, n is the carrier concentration originated from doping,
ξ(n) is the CP coherence length, and 10 represents the super-
conducting gap. Hence, the CP penetration depth follows the

CP coherence length which is proportional to n
1
3 [18]. The

PN-junction active region depth is proportional to n−
1
2 [19].

As the depths of these two components have opposite trends,

the CP-active-region depth dependence on carrier concen-
tration is concave, with a maximum depth value of 60 nm for
n = 8× 1017 cm−3. The CP penetration is the limiting factor
for lower carrier concentration levels and the PN-junction active
region for higher concentration levels.

We have calculated the plasmonic (based on SPP dispersion
relation [20]) and conventional modes power confinement in
the CP-active-region. Figure 2 depicts the compared waveguide
structures and their mode overlap with the CP-active-region
for carrier concentration of n = 2× 1018 cm−3. In this exam-
ple, the highly confined SPP mode achieves ∼45 times higher
modal power confinement than in the conventional dielec-
tric waveguide case. Modal power confinement results for a
wide seed energy range and carrier concentration levels are
presented in Fig. 3. The CP-active-region dependency on car-
rier concentration is witnessed in both waveguide structures,
presenting a concave trend power confinement behavior with
the same concentration level at the confinement maxima. The
conventional dielectric waveguide, however, is prone to steeper
dependence on carrier concentration due to the mode peak
location being farther away from the CP-active-region. In addi-
tion, as the seed photon energy increases, the guided mode is
more confined to the CP-active-region, and hence the power
confinement increases in both waveguide structures. The cal-
culated plasmonic mode power confinement values were at the
range of 9–70%, much higher than those of the conventional
counterpart, which were at the range of 0.04–2.4%. In the
derivations, we considered doped In0.53Ga0.47As with applied
forward-biased voltage. The Nb refractive index was taken from
Golovashkin et al. results at temperature of 4K [21].

To derive the transverse modal STPG coefficient g 2 = g ′2 I ,
we start from the transverse intensity modal gain per
propagation unit length, g , given by Ref. [10]:

d I
dz
= g I =

(
g 1 + g ′2 I

)
I , (2)

Fig. 2. (a) Dielectric and (b) plasmonic waveguide structures
with their mode intensity cross sections for n = 2× 1018 cm−3 and
1.45 µm wavelength seed at 4 K. The CP-active-region is identical
for both cases and marked as a red rectangle. (a) Left, conventional
dielectric waveguide mode with modal power confinement of 1%.
(b) Left, SPP mode with modal power confinement of 45%.
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Fig. 3. Waveguide modal power confinement percentage in the
CP-active-region as a function of the seed photon energy and car-
rier concentration level for (a) a conventional dielectric waveguide
structure and (b) a plasmonic waveguide structure.

where z is the mode propagation direction, I (z) is the modal
intensity, and g 1 is the transverse modal one-photon gain
coefficient. We define γ (x , y )= γ1(x , y )+ γ ′2(x , y )I as the
transverse spatially dependent material gain, while γ1(x , y ) and
γ ′2(x , y ) represent the one-photon and superconducting TPG
coefficients, respectively. Using γ (x , y ) and the mode electric
field E(x , y , z), the transverse modal gain can be derived from
Ref. [22]:

g =

∫∫
E∗ (x , y , z) γ (x , y ) E (x , y , z) dxdy∫∫

|E (x , y , z)|2dxdy
. (3)

The electric field according to its transverse and longitudinal
components is E(x , y , z)= U(x , y )Ez(z), with normalized
transverse componentU(x , y ). By neglecting the STPG contri-
bution outside the CP-active-region cross section (A), the STPG
coefficient is given by:

g 2 =
|Ez (z) |4

∫∫
A γ
′
2 (x , y ) |U (x , y )|4dxdy

|Ez (z) |2
∫∫
∞
|U (x , y )|2dxdy

, (4)

and by using the intensity transverse and longitudinal
components, defined as I (x , y , z)= |E(x , y , z)|2 =
P (z)σ (x , y ),

g 2 = P (z)
∫∫

A
γ ′2 (x , y ) σ 2 (x , y ) dA. (5)

Assuming a two-photon seed with two energies Eph,1, Eph,2
and temperature T→ 0, the spatially dependent CP-based
STPG is given by Ref. [14]:

γ ′2 (x , y )∝ |B |4
(
1 (x )
� (x )

)2


1(∣∣∣1E ph1,2

∣∣∣−�(x ))2

+
1(∣∣∣1E ph1,2

∣∣∣+�(x ))2

 , (6)

where B is the light-matter coupling energy with the quasi-
particle, 1Eph1,2 the difference between the seed photon
energies, �2(x )= (E ph,1 + Eph,2 − 2E fc)

2
+ 41(x )2, and

E fc is the conduction quasi-Fermi energy measured from the
valence band edge Ev . For the Fermi-level calculations, we
considered the InGaAs gap energy [23] and bandgap shrinkage
[24] as a function of the evaluated temperature and carrier
concentration levels. Free-carrier absorption effects [25] were
taken into account in our carrier density integral calculation.
Other In0.53Ga0.47As parameters used were electron and hole
effective masses of 0.054 and 0.463 [26], respectively, a dielec-
tric constant of 13.89 F/m [27], and electron mobility of
4000 cm2/(Vs) [28].

The STPG coefficient was also calculated over a range of
carrier concentration levels and seed energies for both the
plasmonic and conventional dielectric waveguides, with the
results presented in Fig. 4. The calculations were carried assum-
ing a seed of two energies with matching detuning energy δE ,
above and below the recombination energy from the Fermi
level (Eph = E fc + εp ± δE ), where εp represents a hole carrier
energy below Ev which we assume to be sufficiently small to
neglect. For both waveguide structures, the typical TPE behav-
ior of 1/E 2

ph [29], derived from a second-order time-dependent
perturbation theory, was witnessed along the photon energy
axis, as shown in Fig. 4(d). A resonance peak around seed energy
Eph = E fc ±10 arises from the STPG resonance term [Eq. (6)]
which corresponds to the CP quasi-particle density-of-states
peak [30]. The colored columns in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) represent
the STPG resonance peak behavior per carrier concentration
level. As higher concentration levels impose higher quasi Fermi

Fig. 4. Normalized STPG coefficient as a function of carrier con-
centration and seed photon energy for (a) a conventional dielectric
waveguide structure and (b) a plasmonic waveguide structure. The
colored columns represent the photon resonance energy at maximum
STPG for a given carrier concentration level, and the purple projection
presents the STPG magnitude trend. (c) STPG ratio between the
plasmonic and the conventional dielectric waveguides as a function of
carrier concentration level. (d) Normalized log-scale STPG as a func-
tion of the seed photon energy, detuned from the conduction-band
quasi Fermi level (E f c ) and normalized by the superconducting gap
energy for the n = 1017 cm−3 case. It describes the behavior along the
photon energy axis around the resonance peak for each colored column
on subfigures (a) and (b) (as depicted by the orange square). The energy
axis represents the higher energy photon of the two seed energies.
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levels, the seed photon energy required for the STPG reso-
nance increases. The STPG amplitude behavior is influenced
by its dependence on the CP pairing amplitude (12) and CP-
active-region depth changes. As the carrier concentration level
increases, so does the CP coherence length, and hence the CP
pairing amplitude is larger throughout the CP-active-region.
This increases the STPG for both waveguide structures along
the carrier concentration levels, whereas the changes in the
CP-active-region depth mainly affect the sparsely confined con-
ventional dielectric waveguide, as previously shown. As a result,
the STPG in a conventional dielectric waveguide structure is
governed by the concave trend of the CP-active-region depth,
with a maximum value at the same carrier concentration level,
while in a plasmonic waveguide structure it rises with the carrier
concentration. These behavior trends are depicted by the purple
projections in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b). While most pronounced at
the resonance seed energy, similar STPG behavior per carrier
concentration was witnessed for other seed energies, equally
spaced from the quasi Fermi level. An analysis of the STPG ratio
between the plasmonic and conventional dielectric waveguides
clearly shows that the plasmonic waveguide STPG is much
stronger than its conventional dielectric counterpart through-
out the entire evaluated carrier concentration and energy levels,
as shown on Fig. 4(c). The plasmonic waveguide STPG is at least
∼1750 times stronger at n = 8× 1017 cm−3, where the STPG
is maximal for the conventional dielectric waveguide structure,
and up to∼10,000 times stronger at n = 1019 cm−3. Although
both the low and high carrier concentration regions exhibit high
STPG ratio values, the higher concentration levels are required
to maximize the STPG itself.

In conclusion, we have theoretically demonstrated that a
superconductor-semiconductor plasmonic waveguide produces
superior two-photon amplification, while reducing design and
fabrication constraints. The plasmonic waveguide structure
provides three orders of magnitude enhancement of the Cooper-
pair-based STPG coefficient over the superconductor-based
conventional dielectric waveguide structure, allowing a practical
approach to achieve efficient TPG comparable to the one-
photon gain process with merely picojoule-scale pulse energy.
Our calculations show that higher carrier concentration levels
increase the performance of the STPG achieved by a plasmonic
waveguide over the conventional dielectric waveguide structure.
Moreover, the use of a plasmonic waveguide with higher carrier
concentration levels results in higher modal STPG coefficient.
This trend meets the heavy doping requirement for effective
Cooper-pair injection into the semiconductor. Although we
chose to use In0.53Ga0.47As as the semiconductor gain material,
widely utilized in telecommunication, other compositions can
be used in order to tune the gain wavelength and, as a result, the
plasmonic mode propagation distance. Our results enable the

realization of efficient two-photon amplification in nanoscale
devices and offer opportunities in the fields of pulse design,
nonlinear photonics, and quantum optics.
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